**Centred on the patient:**

**Using medical records to improve care**

Dr You Chen directs the OHPENLab: Optimization of Health Processes and Networks Laboratory at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee. Dr Chen uses sophisticated social network and data mining techniques to mine the vast stores of data held in electronic medical records, identifying patterns representing good practice in the implementation of collaborative patient-centred care. His findings suggest ways both to reduce the cost of healthcare and to improve clinical outcomes for patients.

The cost of healthcare, whether to private individuals, insurance companies or the public purse, is rising around the world. In the United States alone, healthcare expenditure rose from an average of $9,990 per person in 2015 to $10,348 in 2016 and is expected to continue growing by over 5% per year for the foreseeable future.

In the US, at least, one reason for these growing costs is the fragmentation of services such that every intervention is paid for separately (known as the ‘fee-for-service’ system). This may lead to poor harmonisation of treatments (such as conducting multiple procedures in separate operations rather than bringing different specialties together in a single surgery), unnecessary testing and over-treatment, delays in healthcare provision, and longer hospital stays. In short, payment for treatment is dependent on the quantity, not quality, of care received by the patient.

**COMMUNICATION, COLLABORATION, COORDINATION**

Many experts now believe that a move towards ‘value-based healthcare’, in which providers are remunerated based on overall healthcare outcomes, could benefit both patients and those who foot their healthcare bills. However, this value-based model requires a paradigm shift in attitudes to care, from independent clinicians working in isolation, to a patient-centred model based on fully-communicating, collaborating and coordinated care teams. The Optimization of Health Processes and Networks Laboratory, headed by Dr Chen, was established to address the questions underpinning the transition to more coordinated healthcare.

Existing examples of patient-centred care have generally developed through individual specialities creating teams around specific diseases or conditions, and are based upon the knowledge of clinicians and their existing collaborative networks. While effective for certain sets of related conditions, such as heart diseases or gastrointestinal disorders, this approach is often unworkable for patients with more distantly-related sets of complaints. Dr Chen’s lab is pioneering an alternative and far-reaching strategy based on ‘informatics’ (data science). They are developing automated approaches to mine electronic medical records and identify real and potential patterns of collaboration in large, complex medical institutions. Because electronic medical records capture not only medical details, but information sharing, coordination and documentation, this approach can provide insights into patterns of collaboration and operational activities involving a diverse range of staff, patients and conditions within the healthcare system.

**PHENOTYPES CHARACTERISING MULTI-CONDITIONS OF A PATIENT**

Dr Chen has identified four main challenges to the implementation of coordinated, patient-centred care, which informatics approaches could help to solve. The first challenge is that it may not be immediately obvious which health conditions need to be treated in a coordinated manner, i.e., which conditions tend to co-occur in the same patient.

At the same time, there is a lack of standards to characterise multi-conditions of patients in different institutions.

Chen and his team have developed an artificial intelligence approach based on a data mining strategy known as ‘latent Dirichlet allocation’ to learn ‘topics’ characterising patients’ multi-conditions and test their transferability across two very different healthcare institutions (Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC) in Nashville, and Northwestern Memorial Hospital in Chicago). The methodology allowed them to define 25 health condition ‘topics’ which could be identified from both sets of data.

Their findings show a patient’s multiple health conditions can be characterised by ‘topics’, and the ‘topics’ learned from one institution can be transferred to another, allowing more reliable comparison of patients’ health problems and treatment needs.

**HIDDEN INTERACTIONS**

The second challenge Chen recognised is that care teams, even where they exist, are seldom explicitly defined within a healthcare institution. Even intensive observational studies can easily miss collaborations occurring across medical specialities, those that occur on an ad-hoc basis, or those that take place virtually, via a reading of other clinicians’ notes in electronic format.

Here, Chen’s automatic, unsupervised machine learning techniques were able to extract a transom on which healthcare staff viewed each of almost 18,000 patients’ records over a four-month period at VUMC. A network analysis technique was then used to identify patterns of association between clinicians viewing similar records. The results suggested that, although the patients between them exhibited over 1,400 different types of diagnosis, the medical staff treating them tended to work in only 34 collaborative groups, which could be considered as care teams. When the 34 groups were presented to healthcare staff, they agreed that the computational findings were plausible in a clinical setting.

**THE RIGHT TEAM**

Even where care teams are already well-defined, Chen has detected a third problem: matching patients with particular conditions to the right team to ensure that patient-centred care works most effectively. The lab’s solution to this problem involved drawing on the results of the previous two challenges; they designed a machine learning framework to analyse health condition patterns across patients in terms of the 25 health condition topics identified in the first challenge and the workflow patterns of the clinical care teams identified in the second challenge.

From this, they were able to identify four key “collections” of medical needs: foetal abnormalities, problems in late pregnancy, prostate problems, and a mix of chronic, largely heart-associated conditions. Their model showed that each area of medical need was clearly associated with a particular set of care teams and healthcare staff interactions. For example, patients falling within the ‘foetal abnormality’ collection tended to be associated with specific interactions between doctors, nurses, anaesthetists, pharmacists, radiologists, and medical secretaries – interactions which can now be promoted in the treatment of these...
The virtual insights learned by automated programmes provide real opportunities to optimise healthcare activities.

The virtual insights ‘learned’ from his automated programmes provide real opportunities to optimise healthcare activities. While automated data-mining can provide a basis for discovering opportunities to improve, streamline and coordinate care, Chen is quick to point out that, “Translating such findings into actual care management will require further refinement, implementation, and evaluation.”

Ultimately, for the most complex patients exhibiting multiple health conditions simultaneously, the informatics approaches pioneered by Chen and his team provide support, information and evidence to help healthcare institutions ensure that the best, patient-centred care team is in place. In the future, these methods may even be able to predict diseases – such as neonatal conditions – that are otherwise hard to spot, enabling clinicians to intervene earlier and potentially improve clinical outcomes for patients.

Figure 3. The association network between medical needs (pi) and care team structures (wj). The four areas of medical needs (shown in Blue, Green, Purple and Red) are: Green: foetal abnormalities lead to complicated pregnancy and additional delivery problems (e.g., forceps), which requires interventions, such as those provided by the birth trauma service. Red: late pregnancy suggests a larger than normal baby requiring intervention (e.g., use of suction or forceps), which can cause temporary skull injuries. Purple: anaemia and hypoglycaemia are often complications of preterm delivery and can lead to low birth weight. When the thyroid does not produce a sufficient amount of hormones, it can cause low growth velocity (CHF); smoking and diabetes are associated with all four of these diseases. Depression is associated with coronary disease. Liver test abnormalities and renal failure may occur with CHF.
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Personal Response
What can electronic medical records tell us that clinicians can’t?

Electronic medical records (EMRs) are contributions from a combination of clinicians, patients, healthcare organisations, and health information technologies. The EMRs generate more information than a clinician can provide. Three typical questions raised by patients that the EMRs can answer but clinicians seem unable to are the following:
1. Who are patients similar to me? EMRs contain a substantial amount of detail about a patient’s medical history and conditions that can be used to identify similar patients.
2. Where is my care team? EMRs document clinical communications, medication management activities, and information exchanges between healthcare professionals, which can be used to learn who worked with whom.
3. What are potential risk factors associated with my health? EMRs can be used to predict diseases and identify potential risk factors associated with them.